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We have pefformed a searclr for the eleotroweak produaion of single top qu&*m pj7 
oollisious st the FermiLsb Tevatmn at a cen$a. of enesgy of & = 1.96 W .  The 
s&ch was performed in the muon p l u  jets d a y  hannel rdquirins at least. one bk"pged 
jet, The data wse wUa$ed using the D0 det-r between August 2082 and September 
2Q03 FBarespoDding ta au Integrated luminssiw of 158 pb-'. The tesulting 95% C.L 
upper lirnitr, on the production aosa sectinus are a7 pb in the rchannel, 41 pb in the 
t-channel, and 36 pb in tba combinad s + t c h a d  vsing %he seo~dary vertex twer 
(Wj dprithm. Wa alm v n 0  reeult~ hpm the combinad eledron ~ n d  muon ohannel 
Beasch using the DO detector. 

Ksqi~ords: single top; top qumk, top pr&nctioo. 

1. Introduction 

Tha top quark was d'lsccivered in 1995 at tha Fermilab Tmtron by both the DO and 
CDF collaborations. ' a 2  At the Tevatron, top quark are p r o d n d  predominately 
in pairs via the strong interaction, but single tlip quark can be produced through 
the electlaweak interaction. The dominant Feynman diagrams at  the Tevatron for 
single Wp production am shown in F i v e  1. The singla top productilin ctoss seotilin 
has been calculated at next-to-leadingorder (NLO) in QCD. The NLO crosssection 

Fig. 1. The dominmt Feynmm &qpm for s-channel ~ n d  t-channel (ri&t:) single top 
quark pmductim. 



Fig. 2. Distribution for the number of jets and the scalar transverse energy, HT, for the muon 
channel. 

for the s-channel process is u = 0.881:::; pb at ,,G = 1.96 TeV with mt = 175 GeV.4 
Similiarly, the NLO cross section for the t-channel process is u = 1.981::138 pb. 
Observation of single top production will allow direct measurement of the CKM 
mixing angle I &a I and the top quark polarization, as well as serving as a probe for 
physics beyond the Standard Model. 

In Run I at the Tevatron, D0 set upper limits of 17 pb for the s-channel and 
22 pb for the t-channel at the 95% C.L. using 90 pb-l of CDF also set 
upper limit with the same confidence level of 18 pb in the s-channel, 13 pb in the 
t-channel and 14 pb in the combined s + t channel s e a r ~ h . ~ , ~  

2. Event Selection and Backgrounds 

The event is required to have exactly one isolated muon with PT > 15 GeV and 
I qhtector I< 2.0, missing transverse energy of ET > 15 GeV, and between two to 
four jets with & > 15 GeV and I qhteCto7 I< 3.4. The leading jet must have an 
& > 25 GeV and I qddeCto7 I< 2.5. There must be at least one btagged jet in the 
event using one of several different btagging algorithms. Events with a soft lepton 
tag (SLT) are analyzed separately from events with a lifetime tag and then later 
combined in the final result. The two lifetime taggers used are the Secondary Vertex 
Tagger (SVT) which is based on the reconstruction of a secondary vertex and the 
Jet LIfetime Probability algorithm (JLIP). 

The final event requirement used to sepadate single top from background events, 
especially W+jets, is the scalar sum of the transverse energies of the muon, missing 
energy, and the two leading jets (HT > 150 GeV). We show the jet multiplicity and 
the HT distribution after final event selection are applied in Figure 2. 

The dominant background is from W+jets and Z+jets, particularly Wbb. Addi- 
tional backgrounds are from the misreconstruction of multijet events and t5 produc- 
tion. The backgrounds from multijet production and W/Z+jets events are modeled 
using data and those from tZ and single top are estimated using Monte Carlo. 

The largest sources of uncertainties come from the jet energy scale, modeling of 
the taggers and triggers, and vary between 20 - 25% for the different backgrounds 
and signals. 
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3. Summary 

We have performed a sea,rch for the electroweak production of single top quarks 
in pp collisions a,t the Fermilab Teva,tron a t  a center of mass energy of = 1.96 
TeV. We present the combined results of the muon a,nd electron plus jets decay 
cha,nnels requiring a,t lea,& one b-ta,gged jet. The resulting 95% C.L. upper limits on 
the production cross sections using Bayesia,n sta,tistics for the combined SLT and 
SVT a,nalyses are 19 pb in the s-cha,nnel, 25 pb in the t-cha,nnel, a,nd 23 pb in the 
combined s + t channel. Table 1 shows the observed a,nd the expected limits for 
the different ta,ggers used in this sea,rch. See Ref. 10 for more informa,tion on the 
electron plus jets decay cha,nnel. 

Table 1. The 95% C.L. obmved(npected) upper limits 
(in pb) for the single top production cross sections. 

Tamer pchannrl t-channel s + t channel 

SVT 27(24) 41(35) 36(39) 
0 only JLIP 21(26) 29(37) 26(32) 

SLT 35(33) 59(56) 49(45) 

SVT 14(17) 20(24) 18(20) 
p+ e JLIP 15(20) 21(27) 19(23) 

SLT 40(22) 67(37) 57(30) 
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